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Abstract

A figure of merit Is derived for the efficiency with
which a detector Images a y-ray emitting object using
the signal-to-nolse ratio as the criterion. Photons
scattered In the detector that, ultimately culminate In
photoelectric absorption produce an undesirable back-
ground when imaging with position-sensitive detectors
as in cameras. When imaging with detectors that are
not position sensitive as In scanners, these photons
contribute to the Image of the object. In comparison
with Nal(Tl), Ge detectors have lower photoelectric
efficiency and higher detector scatter. However, these
are offset by much higher energy resolution and the
consequent near complete tissue-scatter rejection. As
a result, the imaging efficiency for a brain phantom at
150 keV is shown to be comparable for Ge and NaI(Tl)
cameras. In the case of scanners , the imaging effi-
ciency of Ge w&s calculated to be 40-75% higher for a
brain phantom with a one y-ray emitting radlonuclide
such as 99mTC, and effectively 2-2.5 times higher for
a three y-ray emitting radlonuclide such as 67Ga. The
imaging efficiency, which depends on absorption char-
acteristics and energy resolution, Is a measure of the
total performance of the detector. It is shown that In
addition to being useful for comparing different types of
detectors, this figure of merit also provides means for
optimizing Imaging parameters such as detector thick-
ness .

I. Introduction

The time required to obtain a radlonuclide image
having a certain signal-to-noise ratio varies Inversely
with the efficiency of the imaging device. Beck * de-
rived a figure of merit for the detection in the image of
sinusoidal components comprising the object. This
figure of merit which Is given by the square of the
signal-to-noise ratio takes into account the overall per-
formance cf the Imaging device, and not the detector
specifically.

Using the basic imaging theory developed by Beck
we studied the relationship between detector material
properties and imaging performance. The detector prop-
ertieo considered influence the imaging performance in
a way that is essentially independent of the design of a
particular device. Spatial resolution, overall efficien-
cy, count-rate capability, e t c . , depend largely on the
electronics and a number of other factors. On the other
hand, energy resolution, photoelectric efficiency,
Compton scattering in the detector are all intrinsic
material characteristics which Impose ba3lc limitations
on the signal-to-noise ratio in an image. The relation-
ship between these characteristics and the slgnal-to-

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission.

noise ratio is the main concern of this study. Knowing
this relationship enables us to evaluate the efficiency
of Ge and Nal(Tl) for imaging.

The essence of this evaluation can be summa-
rized in the following way. The energy resolution of
Nal(Tl) detectors is only sufficient to partially sepa-
rate radiation scattered in tissue from unscattered radi-
ation. On the other hand, the energy resolution of Ge
is 20 times better at 140 keV and therefore permits
virtually complete rejection of scattered radiation.
Hc-'ever, the near perfect rejection of tissue scatter is
offs^. by the significant scattering within Ge detectors.
Scatter In either tissue or detector increases back-
ground and therefore noise caused by statistical fluc-
tuations. Furthermore, there are differences in the
photoelectric efficiency of the two materials. With
these factors in mind, w?3 attempt to determine which
detector will produce the better Image in a given time.

We derived a figure of merit for the efficiency
with which a given type of detector produces an image
with a certain signal-to-noise ratio. The imaging ef-
ficiency of Ge and Nal(Tl) detectors was then compared
when they are used as scanners and when they are used
as cameras. Different size lesions and object con-
trasts were considered aiid background due to Compton
scattering In the detector as well as in the intervening
tissue was taken into account.

IS. Image Formation by Scanner and Camera

The process by which a scanner forms an image
Is considerably different from that of a camera. In the
case of a scanner, the scanning mechanism provides
the spatial information and the detector determines
only the intensity of the y flux at the given point. In
the case of a camera, the detector determines both —
the location of the y-ray interaction in the crystal and
the Intensity at each point. Thus the detector in a
camera is position sensitive and in a scanner it is not.
A position-sensitive detector is limited primarily by
the efficiency for single photoelectric interactions
which may be considerably less than 1. The efficiency
of a scanner is equal to the total full-energy-peak ef-
ficiency 77c which can approach 1. The full-energy-
peak efficiency is comprised of the probability for
single photoelectric interactions plus the probability
for Compton scattered events which culminate in photo-
electric absorption. (The latter will be referred to as
"culminating" events.) In a scanner these culminating
events contribute to the full-energy peak wherons In a
camera they largely produce an undesirable background



due to interactions off the path of the Incident photon.
The initial location of interaction corresponds to the
point from which the y ray originated. However, sub-
sequent interactions convey spatial Information which
is not related to the point of origin. Therefore the sum
of tho individual Interactions, although in the full-
energy peak, often conveys erroneous spatial informa-
tion.

The full-energy-peak efficiency approaches 1
v.-hen the detector volume is large enough. Thus using
equal area detectors, the detection efficiency of a Ge
scanner can be made equal to that of a Nal(Tl) scanner.
Since the photoelectric cross section of Ge is lower
than that of Nal(Tl), for equal area detectors, the
detection efficiency of a Ge camera will always be less
than that of a Nal(Tl) camera.

Since the operation of a camera is essentially
based on single photoelectric Interactions, the useful
energy range of a camera Is more limited than that of a
scanner. Moreover, the energy range of a Go camera
is more restricted than that of J Nal(Tl) camera.

111. CUicts of Detector Energy Resolution on
Imaging Processes

The energy resolution of a detector affects the
imaging capabilities of the device in three areas.

Imaging with Multiple Isotopes

The detector energy resolution is a critical factor
when imaging with multiple lsotopec simultaneously.
This procedure is used to obtain Increased lesion or
organ specificity. When, for example, 7!>Se (136 keV)
and 99mTc (140 keV) are used simultaneously, their Y-
ray energies are separated by only 4 keV. With a Ge
detector having a FWHM resolution of 1 keV, the two
peaks can be utilized with nearly 100% efficiency.2,3
For comparable performance with a Nal(Tl) detector, the
energy peaks would have to be separated by about 50
keV Instead of 4 keV.

Imaging with Polvenergetlc Radlonuclldes

The detector energy resolution also plays an im-
portant role when imaging with polyenergetic radionu-
clides. In such cases the low-energy peaks are usu-
ally superimposed on a high continuum due to the scat-
ter of higher energy y rays in tissue. Yet, the low-
enorgy photons are more amenable to collimation. Fur-
thermore, these peaks provide an increased photon in-
tensity and L'.. .refore their utilization is highly desir-
able. With Nal(Tl) detectors this is difficult as the
broad single-channel-analyzer (SCA) window accepts a
large fraction of the continuum which results in exces-
sive background In the image.4 With Ge detectors, on
the other hand, the low-energy peaks can be used with
only slight degradation in the image.

Rejection of TISSUP Scatter

The ability of a device to separata radiation scat-
tered in tissue from unscattered radiation is determined
largely by the detector energy resolution. Scattered
photons convey erroneous position information and
therefore are usually rejected to avoid image degrada-
dation. Recently a number of investigators 5-8 have
suggested ways in which scattered radiation can be

used constructively. Since some of these methods re-
quire the separation of scatter into its energy compo-
nents, the degree of the success of these methods will
also depend on the detector energy resolution. In this
study we assume that tissue scatter produces a uniform
background* which degrades the image quality and
therefore should be rejected.

The effect of the higher energy resolution of Ge
upon imaging with multiple isotopes or with radionu-
clides emitting multiple Trays is readily appreciated.
However, the benefit of near complete tissue scatter
rejection by Ge detectors is offset by a higher detector
scatter and lower photoelectric efficiency. To evalu-
ate this tradeoff, we developed a figure of merit for the
Imaging performance of a detector.

IV. Imaging Efficiency

The efficiency with which a detector Images -.
y-ray emitting object is a measure of the detector per-
formance. Using signal-to-nolse ratio as the criterion,
we derived the imaging efficiency of a detector for a
moving-head scanner and a stationary camera.

Figure 1A (top) is a simplified Image of a target
obtained with a scanner. A count intensity profile of
the image is shown below, where the average number
of counts in a unit area of a target Is nj. The spread
in the dots represents statistical fluctuations about the
mean n j . The radioactive target is assumed to radiate
isotropfcally N^ gamma rays In a given time. If the
geometric efficiency of the collimator g defines the
fraction of Nj that will be recorded in a unit area of the
image when the full-energy-peak efficiency of the de-
tector »jf is equal to 1, then the counts that will be
registered per unit area are

nT = gNT»7f . (1)

If n^ is the signal of interest and the standard devia-
tion in that signal is considered as the noise fluctua-
tions about it, then the mean square slgnal-to-nolse
ratio is

(2)

As expected, in the simple case where all the radio-
activity is concentrated in the target and there Is no
intervening tissue in which scattering takes place, the
number of counts per unit image area nj is also i+.o
measure of the statistical significance of the signal as
expressed by (S/N)2. Thus, the fraction of the photons
from the target incident on the detector that is utilized
in producing an image Is simply the full-energy-peak
efficiency 17f.

A more realistic case is illustrated in Fig. IB in
which the target is superimposed on a uniform back-
ground containing n0 counts per unit image area. This
background in the image consists of non-taroet radia-
tion nn , and ns counts due to photons from the target
'hat scatter In the intervening tissue into the back-
ground. The counts per unit image area that will be
* A uniform background is a reasonable assumption

when the target area is made up of a number of
separate concentrations rather than the single areas
shown for simplicity in Fig. 1.



registered by the detector over the target will be nT.
However, the signal of interest in this case is only
that which is above the background (nTu). Therefore
the mean square slgnal-to-nolse ratio is

f S. f - t"T~ no3 _ n*Tu
LN J n™ t n_ n_ + n

(3)

In the Appendix it is shown that Eq. (3) can also be
expressed as

[f
where g is again the geometr.c efficiency of the colli-
mator. The total number of y rays emanating from the
target in a given time which did not scatter in the in-
tervening tissue (target primary) is N^p, and V\ is the
Imaging efficiency. A comparison of Eqs. (2) and (4)
reveals their similarity. In the absence of non-target
background and scattering (Fig. 1A), ths imaging effi-
ciency I7j reduces to the full-energy-peak efficiency
T/j. In the presence of non-target background radia-
tion and scattering (Fig. IB), the imaging efficiency
i)l is the fraction of the primary radiation incident on
the detector that would produce the same S/N had
there been no background. In other words, >?i gives
the fraction of the counts that is statistically signifi-
cant in discerning the target. Since Nxp, Eq. (4), is
a number of counts in a given time, Vj is an inverse
measure of the time required to observe a target to non-
target difference in counts per unit image area with a
certain S/N. The imaging efficiency cm also be
viewed as an inverse measure of the dose required to
produce an Image with a certain S/N in a given time.

Scanners

The imaging efficiency depends on detector prop-
erties and the contrast in the object that is being
imaged. For scanners It is shown in the Appendix to
be

''1 = 1 +
(5)

where:

is the full-energy-peak efficiency of the detec-
tor,

is the single-channel-analyzer (SCA) window
efficiency, defined as the fraction of the full-
energy peak due to unscattered photons that is
within the window,

is the target area expressed as a fraction of
the total image area,

is the object contrast, defined as the ratio of
target Intensity (exclusive of background) to
background intensity, and

is the tissue scatter fraction, defined as the
ratio of radiation scaUared in tissue that falls
in the SCA window to unscattered radiation.

Cameras

The expression for the signal-to-nolse ratio for
cameras 1L not different in form from that of scanners.
However, the small detector element size must betaken
into account when considering the Imaging efficiency of
the camera. The extended photoelectric efficiency JJp
is therefore substituted in Eq. (5) for the full-energy-
peak efficiency t)f, and the overall scatter fraction S,
which includes detector scatter, is substituted for the
tissue scatter fraction S t . The imaging efficiency of a
camera is then

(6)

where:

JJ Is the extended photoelectric efficiency of the
p detector, defined as the probability that all the

y-ray energy is absorbed within the detector ele-
ment In which the incident Interaction took
place, and

S is the overall scatter fraction, defined as the
ratio of the radiation scattered in tissue and
detector that falls In the SCA window to
unscattered radiation.

The overall scatter fraction S is shown in the Appendix
to be

s = s t + s t s d + sd (7)

where

S . is the detector scatter fraction, defined as the
ratio of the number of Compton scattered events
that do not culminate in photoelectric absorp-
tion within the same detector element to
the number of those that are absorbed within
the same element (usually in a single photoelec-
tric interaction). The detector scatter fraction
is therefore [»j{ - T)pJAp-

The cross term StSd is due to y rays that scatter in both
tissue and detector.

Inspection of Eq. (5) shows that, when there is
no tissue scatter (St = 0 , ^ = 1 ) and the object contrast
is high (Co = co), the imaging efficiency V\ becomes
the full-energy-peak efficiency Vf as for the case
shown in Fig. iA.

q
Beck has shown that where the full-energy-peak

is as broad as that of Nal(Tl), it Is desirable to set the
single-channel-analyzer window width so that the win-
dow efficiency $ is a little less than 1. In this way a
substantial fraction of the tissue scatter is rejected
with only a small reduction in the counting efficiency
for unscattered radiation. Therefore the effective
counting efficiency is not determined entirely by the
detection efficiency 17, but by the product J7ii as shown
in Eqs. (5) and (6).

High scatter and low contrast are seen to reduce
the imaging efficiency by increasing the denominator in
Eqs. (5) and (6). The term kS may be thought to account
for the "noise" produced by the scatter of photons from



the target Into the background (ns) and the term
(1 + S)/Go to account for the "noise" in the background
component due to non-target radiation n n , as expressed
by the object contrast Co (Fig. IB). Since the imaging
efficiency was derived from the signal-to-noise ratio
in the count differance between target plus background
and background, the background appears in the denomi-
nator twice, hence the multiplier 2.

V. Detector Thickness

The comparison of different types of detector
material must include the effect of detector thickness
on imaging performance. For a large area scanner an
adequatp thickness is that for which the full-energy-
peak efficiency approaches 1. For a camera the choice
of thickness involves photoelectric efficiency and de-
tector scatter, both of which are reflected in the
imaging efficiency.

The detection efficiencies as a function of crys-
tal thickness at 15) keV are shown for Nal(Tl) in Fig. 2
and for Ge in Fig. 3 . These curves are based on Monte
Carlo calculations by Parker1^ in which he computed
the Interaction probabilities in 300 mm diameter crys-
tals as a function of their thickness and the y-ray
energy. In our study the full-energy-peak efficiency
Tjf corresponds to Parker's probability P2. The effi-
ciency »?p is an ext2nded photoelectric efficiency cor-
responding to Parker's probability P3, definad as the
probability that all the y-ray energy is absorbed within
2 irm of the beam. Hence, Vn accounts for some cul-
minating events as well as for single photoelectric in-
teractions . Considering the spatial resolution of exis-
ting cameras, a 2 mm radius appears to be somewhat
too large for Ge and too small for Nal(Tl). Neverthe-
less, these probabilities give reasonable values for the
detection efficiencies pertaining to cameras. Figures 2
and 3 are plotted up to a thickness of 50 mm. Since for
Ge Parker's calculations extend only to 20 mm, we
extrapolated the curves as indicated by the dashed
lines.

Scanners

The difference between Vi and Jj_ (Figs, 2 and 3)
is proportional to the number of culminating events
(outside a 2 mm radius) which contribute to the full-
energy peak. In Nal(Tl) this contribution is only 10%
of the total at 150 keV, whereas in Ge it Is about 40%.
The full-energy-peak efficiency is seen to approach 1
for 20 mm of Nal(Tl) and 50 mm of Ge. These values
would therefore constitute the upper useful limits of
detector thickness for scanners. A 50 mm thick Ge
scanner is as efficient as a 20 mm thick Nal(Tl) scanner.

As >Jp approaches its final value (Figs. 2 and 3),
the difference i?f - Vp grows. In other words as the de-
tection efficiency of a camera increases, the back-
ground due to detector scatter also increases. A rea-
sonable detector thickness Is that for which the imaging
efficiency approaches its full value. The Imaging effi-
ciency vs. detector thickness is shown for Nal(Tl) in
Fig. 4 and for Ge in Fig. 5. These were plotted by sub-
stituting in Eq. (6) the values for qp and Sd correspon-
ding to the detector thickness. Two curves are shown,
one with a low object contrast (Co = 2) and one with an
infinite contrast (Co = co, i . e . , there is no background

due to non-target radiation). When the detector sca t -
ter is low as in Nal(Tl) and C o = co, Tjj approaches 90%
of Vp. When the detector scatter Is higher, as in Ge,
the maximum n\ is only 70% of Vp (at 20 mm).

The imaging efficiency approaches its maximum
value at a detector thickness of 20 mm in Nal(Tl) and
in Ge. For Nal(Tl) at 12.7 mm (the thickness used in
Anger cameras) the efficiency is only 7% below the
maximum value. For Ge the Imaging efficiency appears
to be leveling off at a thickness of 20 mm. Thus a
thickness greater than 20 mm merely increases the de-
tector capacitance without Increasing its efficiency.
The above thickness considerations are based on de-
tector properties which include detector scatter only
(no tissue scatter, Sj = 0). Consequently we call the
ordinates in Figs. 4 and 5 the inherent imaging effi-
ciency of the detector. A comparison of the values in
the two figures shows that the inherent imaging effi-
ciency of a Ge camera ( i . e . , in the absence of inter-
vening tissue) is only about 50% of the efficiency of a
Nal(Tl) camera.

VI. SCA Window Level

Having determined the detector thickness, we
will now consider the SCA window level; only then
can a meaningful comparison between Nal(Tl) and Ge
detectors be made. When the energy resolution is very
high, as that of Ge detectors, the overlap of the un-
scattered photon peak and the scatter spectrum is
minimal and the window level is set just below the
peak of interest. This Is virtually an ideal situation
in which all unscattered photons are utilized and all
scattered photons are rejected. When the full-energy-
p e a k is as broad as that of Nal(Tl), the overlap is
substantial. The choice of SCA window level entails a
compromise between maximizing the window efficiency
for unscattered photons (v) and minimizing the accep-
tance of photons scattered in tissue (St). Since the
Imaging efficiency, Eq. (5), is a function of both, it
can again be used as a criterion for determining the
optimum operating point.

The imaging efficiency as a function of the win-
dow level in keV is shown in Fig. 6 for a 25.4 mm thick
Nal(Tl) scanner. The curves were plotted foe a brain
phantom based on the model studied by Beck'. This
mciel consisted of a 16 cm diameter cylinder containing
a uniform solution of 9 9 m Tc. Using a Nal(Tl) detector
with a FWHM resolution of 16%, he measured the scat-
ter fraction S[ and the SCA window efficiency I/J as a
function of window level. These data were inserted in
Eq. (5) to produce the curves shown in Fig. 6. Two
situations are depicted. When the tissue scatter is
high due to a large target (k = 0.5) and the obje.: con-
trast is low (Co = 2), the imaging efficiency is seen to
reach maximum at a window level setting of 125 keV.
In this case the activity distribution is not far from the
uniform case which Beck studied. Consequently the
above window setting is in agreement with Beck's re-
sults. When the tissue scatter is low because target
area is small ant! the contrast is high (Co = 00), the
imaging efficiency is seen to reach maximum at a level
of 120 keV. This suggests that when the scatter is low
and the background is insignificant, scatter rejection Is
not as important as maximizing the counting efficiency
by including a larger fraction of the peak in the SCA
window. But when the non-target background is high
and the scatter is also high, a higher window level that



rejects some of the scattered radiation Is Indicated.
However, In either case the; curves have .1 rather shal-
low maximum und the exact window level doos not ap-
pear to be very i.iiUcal. liven with the jptlmum win-
dow level sotting, the I-ict remains that when scatter
is high and contrast Is low Ik 0.5 , Cy - 2), the
imaging efficiency Is .-educed and therefore it takes
more time to obtain an acceptable Image.

VII. Eiflclency Comparison ol
Go and NaHTP Detectors

The efficiency with which Ge and Nal(Tl) detec-
tors image the brain phantom arc compared in this sec-
tion. Two configurations arc examined. In one the
detector is a position-sensitive device as used In
cameras and In the other It Is a one-element device
as used In scanners.

Cameras

'''he performance of the Ge camera Is based on :he
Argonne version'<-* consisting of a 20 mm thick coaxial
detector having a fWHM resolution of 1 keV at 140 keV.
For the Nal(TI) camera we assume a 12.7 mm thick
crystal with a rwHM resolution of 20% at 140 keV.
This Is considered representative of the Anger camera
in use today. The Imaging efficiency as a function of
the relative target size Is shown In rig. 7 for the two
types of detector material. These curves were ob-
tained by plotting Eq. (6) in which S Is the overall
scatter fraction, which includes scatter In tissue as
well as in the detector, Eq. (7). For small targets the
reduced number of incident photons result. In less
scatter than for large targets, hence the negative slope
of the imaging efficiency curves. Similarly, when the
object contrast is high (Co - c o ) , the background Is
low and the Imaging efficiency is higher than when the
contrast Is low (Co - 2).

The imaging efficiency of Ge (Fig. 7), in the
case of the brain phantom at 140 keV with the optimum
window level for the SCA, Is from 10 to 10% lower than
that of Nal(Tl). One of the factors which accounts for
the slightly lower efficiency is detector scatter. If
some fraction of the scatter events Is rejected, say,
by coincidence methods, the background would be re-
duced at.d the imaging efficiency Increased. Figure 8
depicts i, case in which 50% of these events have been
rejected (Sd in Fig. 8 Is 0.5 of that in Fig. 7). In this
case the imaging efficiencies are seen to be quite com-
parable, in fact, whfcn the target Is large and tissue
scatter is high, the Imaging efficiency of Ge is slightly
higher than that of NaKTl).

The ex'.ent to which the different parameters In
Eq. (6) afloat "he imaging efficiency can be seen by
comparing ttv > *.ual values of thes* parameters.
Table I list: values used to compute the curves in
Fig. 7. The t '.ended photoelectric efficiency ri of Ge
Is clearly lower than that of Nal(Tl), however the dif-
ference In the effective counting efficiencies T)p4 Is not
as large as the difference In the values of TJP because
the SCA window efficiency C of Nal(Tl) is less than 1 .
It is interesting to note how the overall scatter fraction
S Is made up for each type of detector. For Nal(Tl) t i s -
sue scatter St dominates, while for Ge, detector scat-
ter Sd dominates. In fact St In Nal(Tl) is quite com-
parable to Sd in Ge. The net effect is that the overall
scatter fraction S for Ge is abc <t 25% smaller than that
for Nal(Tl), but the counting eftciency for Ge is also

about 25% smaller. When these factors are entered
into Eq. (6) with a target size k = 0.5 and an object
contrast Co <*>. 'he re suiting Imaging efficiency of
Gfi is 15% less than that of NaliTl).

Scanners

In comparing scanners we assume devices with
adequately large diameter. For Ge we consider a 50
mm thick coaxial detector having a FWHM resolution
of 1 keV at 140 keV. For the Nal(Tl) detector we as-
sume a 25.4 mm thick crystal having a FWHM resolu-
tion of 16% at 140 keV. Table II lists the values of
parameters used in solving for the Imaging efficiency,
Eq. (5), for the brain phantom case. Since we took
sufficiently thick crystals, the full-energy-peak
efficiency is nearly i In both detectors. However,
since the SCA window efficiency t of Nal(Tl) is less
than 1, Its effective counting efficiency Tjft Is less
than that of Ge. Only tissue scatter Is considered
hare as detector scatter does not apply to the perfor-
mance of scanners. The tissue scatte. fraction In the
case of NaKTl) Is nearly 10 times that f̂ Ge. As a
result of the higher counting efficiency '/ft and lower
tissue scatter fraction S[, the Imaging efficiency of a
Ge scanner for k = 0.5 and Co

 ; OD IS 42% higher than
that of NaKTl).

The relative merit of Ge scanners varies with the
thickness of the detector and the size of the target.
Figure 9 shows the Imaging efficiency of a Go scanner
relative to a 25.4 mm thick Nal(Tl) scanner as a func-
tion of Ge thickness. When the target area is 1/2
the size of the image (k - 0.5), a IS mm thick Ge de-
tector has the same efflcie.i^y as a 25 mm thick Nal(Tl)
detector. As the Ge thickness Is Increased, the effi-
ciency of the detoctor exceeds that of Nal(Tl). At a
thickness of 50 mm its efficiency Is nearly 50% higher.
Imaging a small void is similar to the case in which the
area of a "hot" target is nearly equal to the size of the
entire image, I . e . , k"» 1. The relative Imaging effi-
ciency for a small void in the bra'n phantom is approxi-
mated in Fig. 9 by the curve labeled k - 1. For this
case, the Imaging efficiency of a 50 mm thick Ge scan-
ner is 75% higher than that of a 25 mm thick Nal(Tl)
scanner c: 150 keV.

The advantage of Ge scanners is even greater
when imaging with polyenergetic radionuclldes. A Ge
scanner not only can utilize additional low-energy
peaks that are not usable with NsI(Tl), but each peak
below 280 keV is imaged with higher efficiency.*
When calculating the effective Imaging efficiency for a
case with multiple peaks, the detection efficiency and
tissue scatter fraction for each peak must be consi-
dered as a function of energy. Furthermore, the tissue
scatter fraction must be modified to Include scatter
from higher energy y rays, bearing in mind that tha ab-
solute cross section of Compton scattering In tissue
varies somewhat with energy.

Considering the above factors, we evaluated the
imaging efficiency for a brain phantom that is assumed
to be filled with 67Ga. In the case of a Ge scanner we
used all three peaks (93 keV, 184 keV, and 296 keV),
while with a Nal(Tl) scanner only the upper two are
used4. The Increase in efficiency gained by using the
low-energy peak Is substantial as Its intensity is
nearly equal to the sum of the two higher energy peaks.

* At 280 keV the imeglng efficiency of Ge is just
equal to that of Nal(Tl).



The imaging efficiency at 296 keV was assumed to be
the same as th<it foi 203Hg at 280 keV, Using Beck's11

data tor the tissue scatter fraction St and the SCA win-
dow efficiency n., we calculated the imaging efficiency
of a Nal(Tl) scanner at 280 kaV. Extrapolating the full-
energy-peak efficiency from Parker's10 tables, we also
calculated the Imaging efficiency of a 50 mm thick Ge
scanner at 280 keV. By using the imaging efficiency
and photon intensity of each peak we found that the
effective Imaging efficiency of a Ge scanner for 6?Ga
is 2-2.5 times higher than that of a NaI(Tl) scanner.
This was calculated for k = 0.5. For a larger Image or
a small void, the advantage of Ge Is even greater.

VIII. Discussion

An Important difference between detectors for
cameras and detectors for scanners lies In their ab-
sorption characteristics. A camera with a position-
sensitive detector is limited essentially by photoelec-
tric efficiency. In fact, culminating events (detector
scatter) result in undesirable background. In a scanner
which consists of a detector that is not position sensi-
tive, culminating events contribute to the full-energy
peak thereby increasing the efficiency beyond the photo-
electric efficiency.

Cameras

The rejection of tissue scatter in Ge cameras is
seen to offset the lower photoelectric efficiency and
higher detector scatter and consequently the Imaging
efficiency In the presence of intervening tissue Is com-
parable to that of Nal(TI) cameras (Figs. 7 and 8). Al-
though the existence of detector scatter reduces to a
large degree tho performance advantage gained by the
rejection of tissue scatter, the overall scatter fraction
S of Ge Is still 25% lower than that of Nal(Tl) (Table I).
However, In the absence of intervening tissue the dif-
ference In imaging efficiency is considerably greater,
since the scatter rejection capability of Ge cannot play
a role. In that case Figs. 4 and 5 show that the inher-
ent Imaging efficiency of Ge is 50% lower than that of
Nal(Tl).

As the y-ray energy increases, the photoelectric
efficiency decreases and therefore the relative back-
ground level due to culminating events in the detector
Increases. When Imaging with multiple y rays simul-
taneously where higher energies are Involved, the use
of cameras does not appear as advantageous as the use
of scanners.

Scanners

The culminating events that account for the re-
duced imaging efficiency of cameras result in .Increased
efficiency in scanners, particularly for Ge, where with
suitably thick detectors the full-energy-peak efficiency
is the same for Ge and Nal(Tl). Consequently, even In
the absence of intervening tissue, the imaging effi-
ciency is the same. However in the presence of inter-
vening tissue, the superior scatter rejection capability
of Ge results in an imaging efficiency which Is consi-
derably higher.

The advantage of a Ge scanner Is even greater
when Imaging with multiple y rays simultaneously.
When a sufficiently large crystal is used. Its efficiency
is adequate at high energies and therefore isotopes such

as 2 o eBl can be employed.

It is of Interest to note that the effective Imaging
efficiency of Ge is higher for 67Qa despite its lower
photoelectric efficiency at higher energies and the
lower scattar fraction of Nal(Tl) at these energies. In
fact at 280 keV the imaging efficiency of Ge is approxi-
mately equal to that of Nal(Tl) whereas at 140 keV it is
about 1.5 times higher (Fig. 9).

DC. Conclusion

The raw images (unprocessed) obtained with Ge
and Nal(Tl) detectors frequently do not lend themselves
to direct comparison. Images obtained with Ge detec-
tors often exhibit lower background than those obtained
with Nal(Tl) detectors and therefore are aesthetically
more pleasing. However, in this study imaging capa-
bility is based on signal-to-noise ratio and therefore in
this context a comparison is meaningful only when the
Images are presented with similar background intensity.
This implies that some Image processing to suppress
background may be required. The background obtained
with Nal(Tl) detectors can be reduced by raising the
SCA window level, as Is sometimes suggested. How-
ever, this is acr _>mpllshed at the expense of reduced
signal-to-nolse ratio for a given counting time. I . e . ,
lower imaging efficiency (Fig. 6).

The imaging efficiency is seen to be a very useful
concept for evaluating detector performance. It not only
permits the comparison of different types of detectors,
but also provides means for optimizing Imaging para-
meters such as detector thickness and SCA window level.
It was derived from the slgnal-to-noise ratio which is
an Important measure of the Image quality; however, one
must bear Jn mind that there are other criteria for evalu-
ating an image which may lead to other figures of merit
for the detector.

Having used the Imaging efficiency to compare the
performance of Ge and Nal(Tl), we shall now attempt to
assess the potential of Ge as an imaging detector.
Clearly, the salient feature of Ge is its high energy res-
olution. At 140 keV it is 20 times better than that of
Nal(Tl). This feature Implies that when imaging with
multiple Isotopes simultaneously, increased organ or
lesion specificity can be realized. The high energy
resolution also implies better rejection of tissue scatter
which in turn affects the Imaging efficiency. For «*
camera, although the photoelectric efficiency of Ge is
lower than that of Nal(Tl), the Imaging efficiencies ate
comparable. For a scanner the Imaging efficiency of Ge
is higher than that of Nal(Tl), particularly when using
radionuclides which emit multiple y rays.

The question Is how best to make an imaging de-
vice with a Ge detector so as to capitalize on its su-
perior properties. In the case of a camera, crystals
with larger diameter than presently available are needed.
If spatial resolution is maintained with existing cryscals,
the picture element:.-- are small. The small dimensions
of the picture elements coupled with an imaging effi-
ciency that is only about equal to that of Nal(Tl), re-
sults In relatively low device efficiency. Therefore at
this stage we envision the Ge camera to be most useful
in research applications. As Ge crystals with larger
diameter become available and imaging with multiple
isotopes simultaneously becomes a more widely applied
technique, Ge cameras should find clinical applications
as well.



In the case of a scanner one can conceive of a
thick coaxial detector or an array of them that will have
sufficiently large solid angle to fully realize the advan-
tages of Ge even with presently available detectors.

In the above discussions we considered only two
configurations: a camera, with a position-sensitive
detector consisting of many very small picture elements,
and a scanner, with one large detector element. Inter-
mediate between these two extremes is the array of
detectors In which each detector has the properties of
a small scanner. This configuration has yet to be stu-
died.
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Appendix

IMAGING EFFICIENCY OF DETECTORS

The purpose of this treatment Is to derive the ex-
pression for the most basic parameter of an imaging
device —the efficiency with which a detector utilizes
the photons that reach it to form an imaga In the pres-
ence of background and scatter, The effect of detector
area on the detection efficiency is well understood and
therefore is not examined here, We assume a sample
detector area with a colllmator which defines the photon
Intensity corresponding to a unit area in the image, and
then we consider the effect of detector properties, the
amount of Intervening tissue, and background on the ef-
ficiency with which the detector produces an image with
a certain slgnal-to-nolse ratio.

I. Slgnal-to-Nolse Ratio for a Scanner

Figure 1A is a simplified picture produced by
scanning an object that consists of a uniform hot spot,
or target, which is not surrounded by tissue or back-
ground radiation. The mean number of counts pel unit
area (Intensity) imaged in the target region in a given
time is n^. The dots represent the count intensity ob-
tained by a scanner in successive steps as lr traverses
the target. The mean number of counts per unit area In
the image is:

' T T f (1)

where i?f is the full-energy-peak efficiency, NT is the
number of photons emitted from the target, and g, the
geometric efficiency of die collimatojr, is the fraction of
Nj that would be registered in a unit area of the image
if JJ{ was equal to 1.

fore
The mean square slgnal-to-nolse ratio is there-

r c f n T
Lr?J =nT = (2)

Since gNT Is the number of events that would be In a
unit area of the Image if ijf were unity, >jf is the frac-
tion of the photons reaching the detector, gNj, that are
utilized to form ths image.

The upper part of Fig. IB illustrates an image ob-
tained from a scan of a target uniformly surrounded by
tissue containing background radiation. The lower



part of the figure is the corresponding Intensity distri-
bution which cuts through the target area. The mean
intensity of the background in the image is n0 which
consists of non-target radiation nn and tissue-scattered
radiation n s t . The scattered radiation a s t is due to
photons from the target that scatter Into the background
whose energy falls within the single-channel-analyzer
acceptance window. The direct target radiation (unscat-
tered in tissue) is

The desired signal is n̂ ut* o u t w e obtain over
the target region In the image n? which includes n0.
Therefore, to obtain ny^t we select sample unit areas
In and out of the target region and make a background
subtraction:

The mean square deviation In this value for
a 2 3

Tut " T o " nT "o '

(3)

(4)

that is , the variance in nxut l s the s u m °f *he varian-
ces in nT and n . Recalling that ^-. is (n_ t + n ) we
A k » n i . 1 O I l U t Oobtain

° Tut = n Tut + 2 n o •

The mean square signal-to-nolse ratio is

L N -

(5)

(6)

Tut 1 + 2
nTut

and substituting (n3t •* nR) for no gives

"S
IN.

"Tut (7)

1 + nTut nrut

2. Tissue Scatter

The term scatter fraction was introduced by Beck
for the case where the radioactivity Is uniformly distri-
buted in a tissue equivalent scattering medium. Th&
scatter fraction is defined as the ratio of the numbers
of scattered to unscattered events in the image. In
this study we refer to the tissue scatter fraction JS St.
If the total number of scattered target photons that are
Imaged ls Nst and the total number of unscattered (In
tissue) target photons (exclusive of background) that
are Imaged is N T u t , the tissue scatter fraction ls

S (6)

The definition of St in the above equation Is a ratio of
the total scattered to unscattered radiation in the image
lirespectlve of the distribution of the target activity in
the scattering medium. It is therefore valid for Beck's
uniformly distributed case as well as for a non-uniform
case such as that shown in Fig. 1. Thus, Beck's
data 9/11 for the scatter fraction In the brain phantom
can be used for S[.

In this study we assume that the background due
to scattering of target photons in tissue ls uniformly
distributed over the image area A. The average back-
ground level nst *s the total scatter divided by the Image
area, i . e . , Nst/A. The intensity, n-rut, of unscattered
target counts ls Nxui/a« where Nfut *s the total unscat-
tered signal counts from the target and a is the area of
the target. Thus for nst/al\it -n the denominator of
Eq. (7) we have

"st .
nTut '

0)

where k = a/A is the fractional area in the image cov-
ered by the target and S t ls the tissue scatter fraction.
Beck's definition of the scatter fraction would corres-
pond In our treatment to the case where the target ls
uniformly distributed over the image area, i . e . , k = 1.
In this case, the fractional scatter in a unit area
nst/nTut i s equal to the tissue scatter fraction
N / N

The other term n n / n fu t l n the denominator of
Eq. (7) can be treated by considering scatter and con-
trast. The object contrast C o is defined as the ratio of
the photon intensity emitted from f- e target (exclusive
of background) to that away from the target. Since the
same fraction of both target and non-target radiation
will be scattered in the tissue, Co is also equal to the
ratio nTut/"nut» where nn u t is the non-target unscat-
tered background radiation intensity. Designating n n s t
and n n u t as the scattered and unscattered intensities
of a uniform background due to non-target radiation, the
non-target background level ls

nnut "nst (10)

Since the scatter fraction applies to non-tnrgot radia-
tion in the same way as to target radiation, Stnnut can
be substituted for nn s t in Eq. (10), as the non-target
background is uniformly distributed; thus

St) (11)

Dividing both sides of this equation by nfut, and Intro-
ducing Co gives

"n _ "nut" + St>" + St> ' * S t
nTut "Tut

(12)

3 . Imaging Efficiency for a Scanner

Having considered the tissue scatter fraction St
and the object contrast C o , we will now complete the
S/N derivation for a scanner. Substituting Eqs. (9) and
(12) into Eq. (7) gives

r s f "Tut (13)

The intensity of the unscattered tarsat radiation
counted by the scanner is

"Tut ' g V N T P (14)
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where g is the geometric efficiency of the colllmator
and NTP is the total .•amber of primary (unscattered)
photons emitted from the target (exclusive of back-
ground) . The product 1}$ Is the effective counting ef-
ficiency oi the scanner where Vt i s t h e full-energy-
peak, efficiency and 0 is the single-channei-analyzer
(SCA) window efficiency, defined as the fraction of the
full-energy peak due to unscattered photons that is
wiihin the SCA window. The value of nrgt can now be
inserted into Eq. (13) to give the final S/N:

(15)
1 + 2 kS.

"tT c.

If we introduce imaging efficiency ?jj, the S/N
expression becomes

[»!• (16)

where *7i for scanners is

containing the initial interaction. We call this com-
bined efficiency extended photoelectric absorption
probability.

Events that culminate in detector elements off
the path oi the incoming photon are referred to as
detector scatter (as opposed to tissue scatter already
discussed). Detector scatter produces an additional
background component contributing to ns In Fig. IB.
The magnitude of this component is a function of de-
tector material and detector size.

5. Total Scatter for a Camera

We will now re-evaluate the scatter fraction
taking into account both tissue and detector scatter.

E NS(j is the total number of detector scattered
target photons in the image, the detector scatter frac-
tion S(j is defined by

"sd
NTud

(18)

(17)

Equation (16) looks very much like Eq. (2) for the
simple case illustrated in Fig. 1A. The product gNjp
would be the intensity of unscattered photons in the
target region of the Image if the imaging efficiency tjj
were equal to 1. Therefore »7j gives the fraction of these
photons reaching the detector in a given time interval
that would produce the same S/N as if there had been nc
background. Thus, once the value for the imaging effi-
ciency is known, the slgnal-to-r.olse ratio for the back-
ground and scatter case reduces to the elementary (no-
background) case.

The S/N is seen to vary directly with the product
of the collimator efficiency per unit image area, g, and
the imaging efficiency »fr. When the total imaging de-
vice is considered rather than merely a sample detector
area with a collimator, g will vary with the area of the
detector as it relates to the design of the collimator.
Thus the overall S/N of a scanner is a function of both,
the detector properties as expressed by Jjj and the de-
tector area which is included in g .

4 . Considerations for a Camera

The area elements of a position-sensitive detector
used in a camera can be pictured as a set of small scan-
ners functioning simultaneously, and so there Is no dif-
ference in the form of the expression for si^nal-to-nolse
ratio in the case of a camera from that of a scanner.
However, the small area element of the detector must
be taken into account when considering Imaging effi-
ciency of cameras. Because of the limited area and
thickness of the elemnnts,the full-energy-peak effi-
ciency no longer applies as it includes many Compton
scattered events which culminate In photoelectric ab-
sorption in element areas of the detector other than that
in which the Incoming photon interacted. Therefore the
full-energy-peak efficiency is replaced with the effi-
ciency for localized absorption. This includes the pho-
toelectric efficiency plus the efficiency for scattered
events that culminate within the detector element

whore Nfud l a t n c t o t Q l unscattorod targot (exclusive
of background) events in tho Image. Kccalllng that
N Tut l s t n a n u m b e r °* target photons registered by the
detector that were not scattered by tissue, we also
have:

We now solve for the combined scatter Ns, which
is the total of tissue and detector scatter:

o r

N s = N s t + N s d '

= S tNTut+ SdNTud

where S. is the tissue scatter fraction. From Eq.
(19)

N s = StNTud ( i + Sd> + SdNTud •

(20)

(21)

(22)

where Nxud i s t n e final count of unscattered (in tissue
or detector) target events and is therefore simply Nxu.
Realizing that the ratio of scattered to unscattered
(target signal) events in the entire image, N S / N T U , is
the overall scatter fraction, we obtain

N,
Tu

s t +s tsd+sd
(23)

where S is the overall scatter fraction, which includes
both tissue and detector scatter. The cross term
StSd is due to photons which scatter in tissue and in
the detector.

6. Imaging Efficiency for a Camera

The terms in the S/N expression Eq. (7) will now
be reconsidered for the camera case. The intensity of
the unscattored target signal nj., is Ntu divided by the
target area a. The intensity of the scatter n s , assum-
ing as for the scanner that the scatter is uniformly dis-
tributed, is Ns divided by the detector area A. Thus
the ratio nst/riTUt in the denominator of Eq. (7) which



refers to tissue scatter only, is replaced by

(24)

where k Is the fraction of the image area covered by
the target and S Is the overall scatter fraction. Thus
this ratio of the intensities of scattered to unscattered
target radiation above background is the same as for
the scanner case, Eq. (9), except that S is the com-
bined scatter from Eq. (23).

Similarly, the last term In the denominator of
Eq. (7) will be the same as for the scanner case
Eq. (12), once the combined scatter fraction term S
is substituted for S t . Only the numerator of Eq. (7) re-
mains to be considered.

For cameras the extended photoelectric efficiency
ijp replaces the full-energy-peak efficiency, which ap-
plies only to large detectors as used in scanners. Sub-
stituting Tjp for J?f in Eq. (14) gives:

Substituting this into the numerator of Eq. (7) and using
the terms in the denominator as explained above gives
the S/N equation for cameras:

It then follows from the general definition of Imaging
efficiency given by Eq. (15) that for camerc.3

(27)

Except for the use of the extended photoelectric effi-
ciency J7p instead of VI, and the overall scatter fraction
S Instead of Sj, this imaging efficiency is identical to
that for scanners , Eq. (17).

It is important to note that the definition of
Imaging efficiency as expressed in Eq. (16) is not
specific to scanners and cameras and can therefore be
applied to other detector configurations such as detec-
tor arrays.
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Fig. 1 Image of simple target (top) with correspon-
ding count intensity profile (bottom). In (A)
target is not surrounded by background. In
(B) It !.s surrounded by uniform background n0
consisting of non-target radii* tioa n a;id
scattered radiation n s .

Fig. I Detection efficiency vs. detector thickness for
Nal(Tl) at 150 keV. Full-energy-peak effi-
ciency ijf cor1 ''its of probability for single
photoelectric interactions plus probability for
Comptop. scattered events which culminate in
photoelectric absorption In detector. Extended
photoelectric efficiency ?jp consists of proba-
bility for single photoelectric interactions plus
probability for only those Compton scattered
events that culminate within 2 mm of Incident
photon pa th. (After Parker 10.)

Fig. 3 Detection efficiency vs. detector thickness for
Ge at ISO keV. Note that at thickness of
SO mm »jf is same as for Nal'Tl) and T)D IF 2/3
that of Nal(Tl) in Fig. 2. y

Fig. 4 Detection efficiency and inherent imaging ef-
ficiency vs. detector thickness for Nal(Tl)
camera at ISO keV. Inherent imaging effi-
ciency is fraction of incident photons utilized
effectively In image formation In absence of
Intervening tissue (St - 0). Imaging efficiency
Is seen to be higher for high object contrast
(Co = co) than for low contrast (Co = 2). Piots
are shown for target area that is 1/2 image area
(k = 0.5).

Fig. 5 Detection efficiency and inherent Imaging effi-
ciency vs. detector thickness for Ge camera at
150 kev. Note that in absence of tissue
(St - 0) Imaging efficiency of Ge is 1/2 that of
Nal(Tl) (Fig. 4).

Fig. 6 Imaging efficiency vs. single-channel-
analyzer window level for 25.4 mm thick
Nal(Tl) in case of brain phantom with 39mxc.
Plots show that optimum window level is 120
keV for case of high object contrast iCo = co)
and low tissue scatter (small target, k = 0.1),
and for case of low contrast (Co = 2) and high
scatter (k = 0.5) It is 125 keV.

Fig. 7 Imaging efficiency vs. target size (relative to
image) for Nal(Tl) and Ge cameras in case of
brain phantom at 150 keV. Imaging efficiency
of Ge Is from 10 to 18% lower than that of
Nai(Tl) for high (Co = co) and for low (Co = 2)
object contrasts.

Fig. 8 Imaging efficiency vs. relative target size for
Nal(Tl) and Ge cameras where 50% of detector
scatter is reiected (0.5 S^j. Note that imaging
efficiencies of Nal(Tl) and Ge are closer In
value than in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 Imaging efficiency of Ge scanner relative to
Nal(Tl) scanner in case of brain phantom at
150 keV. Efficiency of 50 mm thick Gs detec-
tor is 42% higher than that of Nal(Tl) when
target area Is 1/2 of Image area (k - 0.5) and
75% higher when Imaglag small voids (k*> 1).
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TABLE I

CAMERA PARAMETERS

DETECTOR

MATERIAL

NaKTI)

Ge

DETECTOR
THICKNESS

mm

12.7

20

V

0.82

0.58

••

0.92

1.0

, . *

0.75

0.5£

s. f

0.45

0.04

Sd

O.I

0.38

c

0.60

0.44

^[NaKTO]

C0=oo, k = 0.5

0.47

0.40

1.00

0.85

t After Beck9 (S^for 6e was scaled down from value for FWHM = 3.6 keV)

* After Parker10 C^p is probability P3. Sd is derived from P2,P3)
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TABLE H

SCANNER PARAMETERS

DETECTOR
MATERIAL

Nal(Ti)

Ge

DETECTOR
THICKNESS

mm

25.4

50

V

0.99

0.99

0.95

1.0

0.94

0.99

s.<

0.38

0.04

^•NoKTO]

Co-oo, k = 0.5

0.67

0.95

i.00

1.42

t After Beck9 (S t for Ge was scaled down from value for FWHM = 3.6 keV)

* After Parker10 Cqf is probability P 2 )
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